Appendix

Vocabulary from the Academic Word List Appearing in This Text

Chapter 1
affect
analyze
aspect
assume
comma
communication
communities
complex
comprise
concentrate
conflicts
context
contribute
cooperation
created
culture
dash
data
distinctive
diversity
dominate
economic
emphasize
establish
ethnic
evaluate
evolve
expensive
factor
focus
founded
goal
image
individualism
institution
involved
job
major
nevertheless
occurred
participant
period
physical
policy
psychology
research
resource
reveal
revolution
role
similar
text
tradition
transform

Chapter 2
culture
cite
counter
colleague
environment
consumed
expert
contributed
diverse
economy
equipment
final
income
institute
intelligence
job
journal
maintain
majority
medical
minor
participant
percent
physical
professionally
promote
require
research
revenue
series
similar
source
status
stress
struck out

Chapter 3

Chapter 3
adult
aid
annual
approximate
team | trend | unique
---|---|---

**Chapter 4**
academic administration approximately attain community contrast coordination drafting economics environment fees funded goal grant institution interact involved job obtain occupational period physical preliminary prior range required research resident specifically structure technical variation

manual | medical | medium | mentality
---|---|---|---
notion | obvious | percentage | period
plus | processes | professional | projects
range | require | research | sector
shift | specific | styling | task
team | technical | technology | traditional
transformation vary

**Chapter 5**
achievement annual area assembly authority available benefits category commission communicate compiled conclusion consume cooperating corporate creative culture design detect dimension enable environment equipment evaluate factor finally globally implement individualism intense involved item job labels labor likewise majority

manual | medical | medium | mentality
---|---|---|---
notion | obvious | percentage | period
plus | processes | professional | projects
range | require | research | sector
shift | specific | styling | task
team | technical | technology | traditional
transformation vary

**Chapter 6**
assistance attitude commitment community contact contract couple data definition

diversity dramatically
dynamics
establish
estimate eventually factors finally financial identities individual initially instructor involved legal maintain normal overall partnership percent perspective portion previous primary reaction rely research reverse scenario schedule shift statistics structure sufficient survey traditional via